
The Dream Collection



Dream
Double waterfall lateral 
back in weave grey

Brecon
Waterfall back in 

plain cocoa
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Aberdare
Button back
Floral Oatmeal
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Size Options
Use our simple guides to choose the size, style and rise recliner mechanism that is right for you.
Choose from our rangle of sizes:

Super Petite Petite Wide Petite Compact Standard Grande Tall

Size  Weight Limit Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Back Height Arm Height

Super Petite 15 stone     16”     18”     20”       27”        7”
Petite  15 stone     16”     18”     18”       27”        7”
Wide Petite 20 stone     16”     22”     18”       27”        7”
Compact  20 stone     18”     18”     18”       27”        7”
Standard  20 stone     19”     20”     20”       30”        7”
Grande  20 stone     19”     22”     20”       30”        7”
Tall  20 stone     21”     20”     22”       33”        7”

Single motor Tilt-In-Space

A quiet smooth recline action with a zero gravity no shear motion. The 
powerful 6kn motor lifts with a 'tilt in space' motion. This action has three 
manually adjusted pivot positions allowing the chair to rise as shown or to a 
near horizontal rise position.

Dual motor Tilt-In-Space

This action allows for individual adjustment of the back angle position, 
but allows the recline motion to operate in a tilt-in -space motion with no 
change to the seat/back angle during the recline movement. This ensures a 
comfortable no-shear feeling.
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Complementary Furniture
The Dream collection is available as a 2 seater sofa, 
3 seater sofa, static chairs, fireside chairs and footstool.

Accessories
Standard chairs are supplied with simple push button controllers and 24 volt 
transformers with emergency recovery. Optional extras include full battery back up, 
hazard sensors (anti-entrapment) and massage and heat pad systems.

Fabrics
Primacare offer a massive range of fabrics and have an 
extensive network of suppliers throughout the UK. We can 
supply chairs in any type of fabric, including soft luxurious 
chenilles, leathers, high performance fabrics and other 
specialist waterproof anti MRSA fabrics.

We can also use Customers Own  fabrics as long as it passes 
UK fire regulation testing. Our dealers and fabric suppliers 
have swatches and can source all samples.

More information can be found on our  
website www.primacare.co.uk

The Dream Collection 
is available in a range 
of desirable fabrics. 
Please ask your 
supplier to show you 
the fabric collections 
available.

Reading light

iPad table

Arm protectors - scroll arm

Full battery back-up

Optional Electric  Headrest

Optional Electric  Lumbar

10 motor 
massage &  
heat pad system

Size  Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Back Height Arm Height

Static Chair     19”     20”     20”       27”       7”
2 seater sofa    19”    40”     20”       27”        7”
3 seater sofa    19”    60”     20”       27”        7”

Bespoke sizes 
available. Ask your 
retailer for prices.
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